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1. Introduction

As is known, homogeneous hypersurfaces in a space form are isoparametric

(for instance, see [2],[4],[5],[6] and [7]),but there are many non-homogeneous

isoparametric hypersurfaces ([3] and [8]). On the other hand, T. Tricerri and

L. Vanhecke ([9]) have introduced the notion of a homogeneous Riemannian

structure on a Riemannian manifold, following the homogeneous results which

were given by W. Ambrose and I. M. Singer ([1]).

The main purpose of this paper is to study the existence of a metric

connection on hypersurfaces in a space form such that this connection

determines the hypersurfaces to be isoparametric, and to investigate some

properties of isoparametric hypersurface with the connection. This metric

connection makes the shape operator of the hypersurfaces parallel and the

torsion tensor of this connection gives rise to a homogeneous Riemannian

structure under a certain conditions. In fact, after a brief survey of a

hypersurface in a space of constant curvature in section 2, we give the above

mentioned connection (see Theorem 3.1), and investigate properties of iso-

parametric hypersurfaces in a space form in section 3. In section 4 we study

hypersurface with a homogeneous Riemannian structure in a space of constant

curvature. We show that a connection defined by the homogeneous Riemannian

structure and the Levi-Civita connection makes the shape operator parallel,and

some properties concerned with isoparametric ones are obtained.

2. Preliminaries

Let (m" {c),g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional space of constant curvature c,

that is, a Riemannian manifold with the curvature form R defined by
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where V is its Levi-Civita connection and XaY is given by

(1 a Y)Z = g( Y, Z)X - g(X, Z) Y

/S ^ ^ ^ ^ I
1

for any vector fields X, Y and Z on M. If M (c) is simply connected and

complete, then it is called a space form.

Let M" be an ≪-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and i : Mn ―≫M (c)

be an isometric immersion of M into a space M of constant curvature. The

Riemannian metric of M is the induced one g = i*g, and the Levi-Civita

connection on M with respect to the metric g is denoted by V. Then the Gauss

and Weingarten formulas are given by

VxY = VxY + g(AX,Y)N

and

VXN = -AX

for any vector fieldsX and Y on M and normal vector fieldN to M respectively,

where A is the shape operator of i. The principal curvatures of the hypersurface

M are the eigenvalues of the shape operator A of i, and the type number t(p) of

M at p e M is defined by the rank of A at p, that is, the number of non-zero

principal curvatures of M at p. If the principal curvatures of M are constant,

then M is said to be an isoparametric hypersurface of M" (c). Let R be the

curvature form with respect to the Levi-Civita connection V on M. Then the

equations of Gauss and Codazzi are given by

(2.1) R{X,Y) = cXaY + AXaAY

and

(2.2) (VXA)Y=(VYA)X

for any vector fields X and Y on M respectively.It follows from (2.1) that

(2.3) (VXR)(Y,Z) = (VXA) YaAZ + AYa (VxA)Z

for any vector fieldsX, Y and Z on M. If VXR = 0 identically,then M is said to

be locally symmetric.
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On the other hand, if a Riemannian manifold (M, g) admits the tensor field

T of type (1,2) such that

(2.4) g(TxY,Z)+g(Y,TxZ)=Q,

(2.5) (VXR)( Y,Z) = [Tx, R( Y, Z)] - R{TX Y, Z) - R{ Y, TXZ),

(2.6) (VxT)Y = [Tx,TY]-TTxY

for any vector fields X, Y and Z on M, then T is said to be a homogeneous

Riemannian structure (see [9]).It is known ([1],[9]) that a connected, complete

and simply connected Riemannian manifold M is homogeneous if and only if M

admits a homogeneous Riemannian structure.

3. Isoparametric iypersurfaces

In this section we assume that M (c)

hypersurface in M (c). Then we firstprove

is a space form and Mn is a

Theorem 3.1. M is an isoparametric hypersurface in a space form M{c) if

and only if there exists a metric connection D on M so that the shape operator A

is parallel.

Proof. Assume that M is isoparametric. Let

&{M) = {m= (p;eh...,en)＼peM, g(euej) = <%}

be an orthonormal frame bundle over M, where and in the sequal the indices

ij＼k,... ran over the range 1,2,...,≪.Then O(N) is a principal fibrebundle with

structure group 0{n). Let

(3.1) APeJ = J2 Mu)ei

i

Then Aji(u) are differentiablefunctions on &{M). If we put

(3.2) 9 = {u &{M)＼An{u) = L{u)8ji},

where Xj are the principal curvatures of M, then $ is a subbundle of (9{M) and

the structure group G of 3$ is closed since Xj are constant. It is easily seen from

(3.1) and (3.2) that a connection on 08 induces a metric connection D on M so

that DA = 0.

Conversely, if there exists a metric connection D on M so that DA = 0, then

it is easily seen that the principal curvatures are constant. ■
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From now on, we assume that M is an isoparametric hypersurface in

M (c) and the shape operator A of M is parallel by the metric connection D,

Then it follows from (2.1) that

(3.3) DXR = 0

for any vector field X on M. Let S be the torsion tensor of D. Then we see that

D ―(1/2)5 is a torsion-free connection on M, and it is equal to the Levi-Civita

connection V on M if and only if the torsion tensor S satisfies

(3.4) g(SxY,Z)+g(Y,SxZ)=R

for any vector fields X, Y and Z on M.

We also asumme that the connection D ―(1/2)5 is the Levi-Civita con-

nection, that is,

(3.5) V = D-＼S

Since DXA = 0 by Theorem 3.1,it follows from (3.5) that

(3.6)

and from (2.2) and (3.6) that

VyA = ＼[A,SX],

(3.7) 2ASX Y = SXA Y - SYAX.

Let ci,...,cm{m < n) be mutually distinctprincipal curvatures of M, and Va

be the eigenspace of A relative to the eigenvalue ca(a = 1,...,m). We choose a

local orthonormal frame field{ei,... ,en} of M such that Aet ―ktei.Then we

have

Lemma 3.2. Assume that D ―(l/2)S is the Levi-Civita connection V on M

Then we have

(3.8)

for any vectorfieldX on M.

[A,SX]=O

Proof. Let a # ft.Substituting X = ea e Fa and F

obtain

(3.9) 2ASeaep = (ca + c^)^^.

If we multiply (3.9) by eq e Va, then we get

(3.10) g{Sexes, eq) = 0

= e≪g Vr into (3.7), we
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because ca # cp. For the vector ey e Vy (y # a,)?),we also get

(3.11) (c≪+ c/j- 2cy)g(Sexep,ey)= 0.

On the other hand, if we substituteX = ea e Va and Y = eye Vy into (3.7)and

multiplyit by ep e Vp, we find

(3.12) (ca + cr- 2cp)g(Sexey,ep) = 0.

Therefore it follows from (3.4),(3.11) and (3.12) that

(3.13) . g(Sexep,ey)= 0.

Thus, for ea e Va and eB e Vp (a # i?),(3.10) and (3.13) show that

(3.14)

Let ep,

that

Sexep = 0.

eg e Va. Then, by putting X = ep and Y = eq into (3.7), we easily see

(3.15) ASepeq = caSepeq.

The relation (3.8) follows from (3.14) and (3.15)

Remark 3.3. As seen in the proof of Lemma 3.2,if all the multiplicitiesof

the principal curvatures of M are not greater than 3, then D is torsion-free,that

is. 5 = 0.

From (2.3) and Lemma 3.2, we can state

Theorem 3.4. Let M be an isoparametric hyper surface in a space form

M (c), D a metric connection on M so that the shape operator A is parallel and

S the torsion tensor of D. If D ―(1/2)5 is the Levi-Civita connection on M, then

M is locally symmetric.

In this case, M has at most two distinctprincipal curvatures.

Proof. If M has more than two distinctprincipal curvatures, then we have

1/4,5^] = 0 by Lemma 3.2.If M is totallyumbilical (included totally geodesic),

then itis clear that [A,SX] = 0. Therefore it follows from (2.3) and (3.6) that M

is locally symmetric. Since we have VxA = 0 from (3.6) and hence

R(X, Y)AZ = AR(X, Y)Z,
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we obtain from the equation (2.1) of Gauss

(3.16) c{g{ Y, AZ)X - g(X, AZ) Y} + g{A Y, AZ)AX - g(AX, AZ)A Y

= c{g{ Y, Z)AX - g(X, Z)A Y} + g(A Y, Z)A2X - g(AX, Z)A2 Y

for any vector fields(X, Y and Z on M. With respect to the orthonormal frame

field{ei,...,en} of M which diagonalize A, if we substitute X = ei} Y = e7-and

Z = ek into (3.16), we have

where Xj are principal curvatures of M. This implies that the number of the

distinct principal curvatures is at most two. ■

Let K be the curvature tensor of M with respect to the connection D. Then

it follows from (3.5) that

(3.17) K(X, Y) = R(X, Y) +±{(DXS)Y - (DYS)X} - ＼[SX,SY] +＼SSxy

for any vector fields X and Y on M. We put

Tx ― ―j^x-

Then, since SxY is skew-symmetric for X and Y, we have

SXY=-TXY+TYX.

The relation (3.4) is equivalent to

(3.18) g(TxY,Z)+g(Y,TxZ)=O.

If the torsion tensor S is parallel by D, that is,

(3.19) DXS = O,

then we see from (3.3) and (3.17) that

(3.20) DXK = 0.

It is easily seen that the conditions (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20) are equivalent to that

of (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) (see [9]). Thus we can state

Theorem 3.5. Let M be an isoparametric hyper surface in a space form

M (C), D a metric connection on M so that the shape operator is parallel, and

S the torsion tensor of D. Assume that D― (1/2)5 is the Levi-Civita connection
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on M. Then the torsiontensorS definesa homogeneous Riemannian structureon

M if and only if it is parallelby D.

4. Homogeneous Riemannian structures

In this section we assume that the ambient manifold M (c) is a space of

constant curvature c i: Mn ―>M (c) is an isometric immersion of an n-

dimensional Riemannian manifold M into M* (c), and M admits a homo-

geneous Riemannian structureT. Then it follows from (2.1) and (2.5) that

(4.1) (VXR)(Y,Z) = (TXA - ATX)Y aAZ + AY a(TxA - ATX)Z

for any vector fieldsX, Y and Z on M. Comparing (2.3) with (4.1),we have

(4.2) {A(VXY-TXY)-VXAY + TXAY} a AZ

= {A(VXZ - TXZ) - VXAZ + TXAZ＼ a AY.

Now we prove

Theorem 4.1. Let i : Mn ―>M (c) be an isometric immersion of an n-

dimensional Riemannian manifold M into an (n+ I)-dimensional space M (c)

of constant curvature and V be the Levi-Civita connection on M. Assume that M

admits a homogeneous Riemannian structure T and the type number of i is not

equal to 1 and 2. Then D = V ― T is a metric connection on M so that the shape

operator A of i is parallel and M is an isoparametric hyper surface in M (c).

Proof. At first,we see easily from (2.4) that D is a metric connection. It

follows from (4.2) that

(4.3) {ADX Y - DXA Y)aAZ= (ADxZ - DXAZ) a AY.

Let {ei,... ,en} be the local orthonormal frame field of M such that Aet ― A,e,-.

Substituting Y ― et and Z = ej into (4.3), we obtain

(4.4) Xj(ADxet ―h^x^i ―%kj ■e,-)a Bj = Xi(ADxej ―A,jDX6j― Xkj ■ej)a e,-.

If we multiply (4.4) by ej, then we get

(4.5) ijiADxet - liDxe-) = X{ktkj) ■et4- Xj(Xj- Xi)g(Dxeh e^ej

for i ^j. Multiplying (4.5) by e,-,we find

(4.6) X(XiXj) = 0
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for i ^j, that is, kjkjis a constant on M. If we compare (4.5) with (4.6), then we

have

(4.7) lj(ADxei - XiDxet) = kj(kj- kt)g{Dxeu efiej

for any i{ #y).

If the type number of i is greater than 2, then for any index i there exist two

indices j{ ^ i) and k{ # *) such that j # k, kj = 0 and kk # 0. Then from (4.6)

we have

k]k)k＼= (kikj)(kjkk)(kkki)= constant

And also we have

kjkk = constant # 0

So we can conclude that kj is constant and M is isoparametric.

If we compare (4.5) with (4.6), then we have

ADxei - kjDxei = (kj - ki)g(Dxei, efa.

Changing the index j to k we have also

ADxet - kjDxej = (kk - ki)g{Dxehek)ek.

Since ey-and ek are linearly independent, we have

(4.8) ADxei - Wxej = 0

Then we have

ADxej - DxAej = ADxet - Wxet - Xkt ･et = 0.

Hence it follows that

(4.9) ADXY = DXAY

for any vector fieldsX and Y on M, which shows that A is parallelwith respect

to D.

If the type number is equal to zero, then M is isoparametric and it is clear

that (4.9) is satisfied.

This completes the proof. ■

Remark 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if the type number

of i is equal to 2 and the non-zero principal curvatures are equal to each other,

then we also see from (4.6) that M is an isoparametric hypersurface in M (c).
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Since the shape operator A is parallelby the connection D

Theorem 4.1. we have

23

= V - T by

(4.10) VXA = [TX,A]

for any vector field X on M. It follows from the equation (2.2) of Codazzi and

(4.10) that

(4.11) TXAY -TYAX = A{TXY -TYX).

Differentiating(4.10) covariantly with respect to the Levi-Civita connection V on

M and using (2.4), (2.6),(4.10) and (4.11), we have

(4.12) (R(X, Y)A)Z = [[TX,TY],A]Z - [TZ,A](TXY - TYX).

Since it is easily seen that (R(X, Y)A) = R(X, Y)A - AR(X, Y) on M, it follows

from (2.1) and (4.12) that

(4.13) [[Tx,Tr],A]Z-[Tz,A]{TxY-TYX)

= c{g(Y, AZ)X - g(X, AZ) Y-g(Y,Z)AX + g(X,Z)A Y}

+ g(A F, AZ)AX - g(AX, AZ)A Y - g(A F, Z)A2X + g{AX, Z)A2 Y

for any vector fields X, F and Z on M. Now we state

Theorem 4.3. Let i : Mn ―>M (c) be an isometricimmersion of an n-

dimensional Riemannian manifold M into an (n+ I)-dimensionalspace M (c)

of constantcurvatureand A be the shape operatorof i. Assume thatM admits a

homogeneous Riemannian structureT and the type number of i is not equal to 1

and 2. Then the fallowingsare mutually equivalent:

(1) M is locally symmetric;

(2) [TxiA] = 0 for any vectorfieldX on M;

(3) M has at most two distinctprincipalcurvatures.

Proof. If M Is locally symmetric, then it follows from (2.3) that

(4.14) (AVXY- VXAY) aAZ = (AVXZ - VxAZ)aAY

for any vector fieldsX, Y and Z on M. As a similarargument as the proof of

parallelism of A by D in Theorem 4.1, we can verify from (4.14) that

(VXA)Y = O, and hence (2) follows from (3.10).

Assume that (2) holds on M. Sinceit is easily seen that

ffl>,TY},A] + ffry,^l,Tx] + ＼＼A,7*1,TV! = 0
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on M, we see that the left hand side of (4.13) vanishes identically,and hence we

have

(4.15) {g(A Y, AZ)AX - g(AX, AZ)A Y - g(A F, Z)A2X + g(AX, Z)A2 Y

+ c{g{Y, AZ)X - g(X, AZ) Y-g(Y,Z)AX + g(X,Z)A Y} = 0.

Let {ei,...,en} be the local orthonormal frame field of M such that Aet ― 2?-e/.

Then, substituting Y ―Z ―et into (4.15), we have

(4.16) kA1 + (c- k])A - cXJ = 0

where / is the identity transformation on M. Applying e, to (4.16), we obtain

{Xi-Xj)(c + XiXJ)=0,

which shows that M has at most two distinctprincipal curvatures. Thus (3) is

proved.

Now we assume that M has at most two distinctprincipal curvatures. If M

is totally umbilical (included totally geodesic), then M is locally symmetric.

Therefore to show (1), we only consider that M has just two principal cur-

vatures X and /i.Since the type number is not equal to 1 at each point of M, we

see from Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.2 that X and pi are constant. By arranging

the orthonormal frame fieldif necessary, we put Aep = Xep and Aea = fiea,where

and in the sequal the indices p, q, r and a, ($,y run over the ranges 1,...,/ and

/+!,...,≪ respectively. Since it is easily seen that

(VxA)ep =

for any vector fieldX on M, then we have

(4.17) g{^epe≪,eq)= 0, g(^e,ep,efi)= 0

from the equation (2.2) of Codazzi, Using (4.17), we see that

(VepA)eq = 0, {VepA)ep = 0, (Ve.A)eq = 0, (V^)^ = 0

identically.This shows that VxA = 0 for any vector fieldX on M, and hence (1)

follows from (2.3). ■

Let V ― TP(M), TP(M) being the tangent space of M at p e M, and let

C(V) be the set of all homogeneous Riemannian structures on M. Then it is
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known ([9]) that C(V) is a Euclidean space and the orthogonal direct sum of

the following subspace;

(4.18) Ci{V) = {Te C{V)＼TXY = g{X, Y)£- g& Y)X, £e V},

(4.19) C2(V) = {Te C{V)＼ c ^(7Vr,Z),0,trace T = 0},

(4.20) C3{V) = {Te C{V)＼TXY + TYX = 0},

where. c denotes the cyclic sum for X, Y and Z. These subspaces C＼{V), CiiV)

and C-s(V) are invariant and irreducible under the action of the orthogonal group

0{V) on C(V) ([9]).Finally we prove

Theorem 4.4. Let i : Mn ―>M (c) be an isometric immersion of an n-

dimensional Riemannian manifold M into an (n + l)-dirnensional space M of

constant curvature. Assume that the type number of iis not equal to 1 and 2. If M

admits a homogenous Riemannian structure T belonging to each subspace

Ca{a= 1,2,3), then M is locally symmetric.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, D = V ― T is a metric connection on M and

DxA=0 for any vector field X on M. Let {ei,...,ew} be the orthonormal

frame field of M such that Aet = A,-e,-.Then, putting X = e,-and F = ey-into

(4.11) and multiplying it by e^, we obtain

(4.21)

where we have put

{Xj ― Xk)Tijk = (^i ― Xk)Tjik,

Tyk = g(Teiej,ek).

Let TeCi. Then, substituting (4.18) into (4.13), we have

(4.22) MY)n(AZ) - ＼£＼2g(Y,AZ)}X - {r,(X)r,(AZ) - ＼£＼2g(X,AZ)}Y

+ {r,(X)r,{AY)-r,(Y)r,(AX)}Z-{r,(Y)r,(Z) - ＼tfg(Y,Z)}AX

+ {n{X)n(Z)-＼tfg{X,Z)}AY

= c{g{Y, AZ)X - g(X, AZ) Y-g(Y,Z)AX + g(X,Z)A Y}

+ g{A Y, AZ)AX - g(AX, AZ)A Y - g{A Y, Z)A2X + g(AX, Z)A2 F,

where tiis the dual 1-form of the vector field(onM and l^l2is the square length
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of £.Putting Y = Z = etinto (4.22),we obtain

(4.23) {nieif - ＼£＼2}(AX- XtX) - n{ei){n{AX) - Xtr,{X)}et

= XtA2X + (c - X])AX - cXiX.

If we multiply (4.23) by e?-,then we find

(4.24) n(ei){n(AX)-Xin(X)} = R,

and hence (4.23) is reduced to

XtA2 + (c - X2 + |£|2- r,(et)2)A- Xt(c+ |£|2- niet)2)! = 0,

where / is the identity transformation. Appying ey-to the above equation, we have

(4.25) (Xj - Xi){c+ Uj + |£|2- ti{ei)2)= 0.

It follows from (4.24) and (4.25) that M is totally umbilical. In fact,if there are

two distinctprincipal curvatures Xt and Xj, we obtain t](ei)2= rj(ej)2from (4.25)

by exchanging i and j. Comparing this fact with (4.24), we see that */(e,-)= 0 for

any /, that is, T = 0, and T $C＼. Therefore M is locally symmetric.

If the homogeneous Riemannian structure T satisfiescg(TxY,Z) ― 0, or

equivalently,

(4.26) Tijk+ Tjki+ Tkij= 0,

then, by comparing (4.21) with (4.26), we have

(4.27) (Xj - Xi)Tijk= (Xk - Xi)Tkji.

Multiplying (4.27) by Xj― Xt and using (4.21), we obtain

(4.28) {(X; - Xj)2+ (Xj - Xk)2 + (4 - XtfjTij, = 0.

Moreover, substituting X = e,-and Y = Z = ej into (4.13), we find

(4.29) J2ttXJ ~ WTjft - Toa) - (Xk - X^TkjiTjk^ = (Xj - Xt)(c+ V7>,-

for /#y. Since it is easily seen from (4.21) and (4.27) that

(Xj - Xi)Tiij= 0 and (Xk - Xi)TkjiTjki= (Xj - Xi)TijkTjki

respectively, then we obtain

(4.30)
{Xj - Xt)

(c + XtXj
-2J2 TijkTjtk)= 0

k
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by multiplying (4.29) by e,. We see from (4.28) and (4.30) that M has at most

two distinct principal curvatures. Therefore, by Theorem 4.3, M is locally

symmetric if T e Ct.

Let T e C3. Then it follows from (4.20) and (4.21) that

(4.31) (^ + ^-2^)7^ = 0.

Substituting X = e, and Y = Z = ej into (4.13) and using (4.20), (4.21) and

(4.31). we have

(4.32) 2^(A/ - fa)TijkTjkiei

k,l

ty - k)(c + kikj)ei

for i #./. If we multiply (4.32) by e,-,then we obtain

(4.33) M/-A/)(e+^+X;7**) = o

k

It is easily seen from (4.31) and (4.33) that M has at most two distinctprincipal

curvatures, and hence M is locally symmetric by Theorem 4.3. ■
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